Preparation and Characterization of Microcapsules Containing Canola Oil with Poly(urea-formaldehyde) Shell and its Stability
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Abstract

Microcapsules with urea-formaldehyde shell containing canola oil are fabricated by in-situ polymerization method, which is considered as a common preparation process of the microcapsules with core–shell structure. The results suggest that the microcapsules with up to 80% yield is achieved through a suitable emulsifier concentration and agitation rate; in particular, lots of UF polymer microparticles are formed from the UF reaction, and that at the surface of microcapsules forms UF shell. These polymer microparticles are precipitated through the fine powder formation, which are bonded to the surface of microcapsules. The characterization and morphology of the microcapsules are also determined by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, gas chromatograph, thermogravimetric analysis, and optical microscope. Besides, the thermal stability of microcapsules is up to 257 °C with a rough outer surface, and which have been encapsulated 76% canola oil (wt.) with 1.5 μm of thickness shell; in particular, herein the shell thickness of microcapsules is determined through the densities of both core and shell materials, the capsule radius and the content of core material. Moreover, the stability of microcapsules is maintained well within 50 days at room temperature via the extraction method. It indicates that this study opens an approach for preparing the microcapsules are employed as healing agents.
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1. Introduction

As known, polymeric materials regularly appear cracks and damages due to the effect of environment during the used long-term of these materials, which leads to affecting their mechanical properties as well as their loss of function [1-4]. However, the traditional techniques act a significant role in maintaining materials properties, which generally requests further resources and energy. To overcome this challenge, microcapsules with self-repairing ability have truly attracted to investigate for more reliable and durable abilities [2-5]. Microencapsulation is understood to be small particles or droplets are surrounded by a coating to produce capsules in the micrometer to millimeter range known as microcapsules (MCs) [6-9]. Specifically, the material is encapsulated into the capsule is considered as the core material, while the wall onto the capsule is mentioned as a shell material. So far, microencapsulation is widely employed in various fields, which includes as pharmaceutical industry, perfumery, fragrance, coating, or pesticides [10-16]. Thus, one of the MCs applications is to cover active chemical solution, as well as this active compound is slowly released from the shell of MCs. This is regularly perceived as the release with controlling, it means that the rate of release is controlled by choosing the material and shell thickness of the MCs. Besides, one of the most considered advantages of MCs is the core materials be retained inside without external effect [17-20], which involves to choosing the shell material for MCs.

Besides, in all the MCs preparation methods, the in-situ polymerization method is one of the well-known approach to possess MCs with core–shell structure [21, 22]. Overall, the typical shell materials include formaldehyde resins, melamine-formaldehyde (MF) and urea-formaldehyde (UF), which are employed to encapsulate PCMs owing to their low price, good thermal stability, easy controlling and high compatibility [22-24]. Specially, poly(urea-formaldehyde) (UF polymer) is considered as a promising candidate owing to its good adhesion to various materials; therefore, MCs with UF shell become a significant class of materials for self-repairing composites. Furthermore, the good understanding in microencapsulation process can support further for a design of microcapsule with specific characteristics.

Herein, the purpose of this research is to study the UF shell formation, including the effect of some variables upon the characteristics of MCs. At the same time, the successfully encapsulated CO in UF shell material and the storage ability of CO in the MCs are also investigated via Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, gas chromatograph and thermogravimetric analysis. Besides, the shell thickness of microcapsules is determined through the densities of both core and shell materials, the capsule radius and the content of core material. Moreover, canola oil (CO) is encapsulated with UF polymer, as well as the stability of MCs within the storage time is also investigated at room temperature via the extraction method. The main goal of this research is microencapsulation of pesticide solution, with vegetable oil as a solvent.
2. Materials and methods

2.1 Materials
Sucinic anhydride (SA) 99% is purchased from Alfa Aesar Company. Resorcinol 98% and Urea 99% are purchased from Samchun Company. Ammonium chloride 98% is purchased from Alfa Aesar. Formaldehyde solution 37% is purchased from Junsei Chemical Co., Ltd (Japan). Poly(ethylene-alt-maleic anhydride) (EMA copolymer, Mw = 100,000 - 500,000) is purchased from Sigma Aldrich. CO is purchased from a convenient store. The water used in all the experiments was obtained using a Milli-Q ultrapure water purification system.

2.2 Preparation of poly(urea-formaldehyde) microcapsules containing canola oil
MCs are fabricated in an oil-in-water emulsion by in-situ polymerization method [6]. 125 mL of 0.5 wt% aqueous solution of EMA are mixed in an 1000 mL beaker at 55 °C. The beaker is put in a temperature-controlled water bath on a programmable hot plate with external temperature probe (Corning Hotplate, PC – 420D). The solution is agitated with a digital mixer (WiseStirTM, HS – 30D) driving a two-bladed, 75 mm diameter placed just above the bottom of the beaker. Under agitation, 2.50 g urea, 0.25 g ammonium chloride, and 0.25 g resorcinol are dissolved in the solution. The pH is adjusted from 2.60 to 3.50 by drop-wise addition of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and hydrochloric acid (HCl). One to two drops of 1-octanol are supplemented to eliminate surface bubbles. A slow stream of 7.00 mL of CO is added to form an emulsion and allowed to stabilize for 10 min. After stabilization, 6.33 g of 37 wt%, the aqueous solution of formaldehyde is added to obtain a 1:1.9 molar ratio of formaldehyde to urea [25]. The emulsion is covered and heated at a rate of 1 °C/min to the target temperature of 55 °C. After 4 h of continuous agitation the mixer and hot plate are switched off. Once cooled to ambient temperature, the suspension of MCs is separated under vacuum with a coarse-fritted filter. The MCs are rinsed with a solvent mixture (deionized water:hexane) and air-dried for 24 – 48 h (Figure 1). A sieve is used to aid in separation of the MCs (Seoul Korea standard testing sieves, Chung Gye Sang Gong SA).
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**Fig. 1.** Preparation procedure of microcapsules.

The content of core material is defined by the extraction method using the solvent, the MCs are crushed by a mortar and a pestle. A solvent mixture (ethanol and acetone) is employed to dissolve and extract the core material from these MCs. Next, the insoluble shell material is filtered, washed meticulously and dried at 60 °C for 24 h. The content of encapsulated core material (Ei) in the MCs are calculated by:

\[ E_i = \frac{(W_f - W_i)}{W_s} \times 100\% \]  

\[ WL = \frac{E_{i1} - E_{i2}}{E_{i3}} \times 100\% \]

2.3 Analytical determinations
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) is recorded by the spectrophotometer (Nicolet 380, Ietled Co.). The background is firstly scanned. Afterward, pure samples are overspread on the plate in the middle of the instrument without bubbles for performing. The spectrum is scanned in the 4,000 – 600 cm^−1_2 region. Thermogravimetry (TG) curves of the samples are obtained by a Seiko Exstar6000 (TGA4000, PerkinElmer). The temperature range is employed from 50 to 850 °C with a ramp rate of 20 °C min^-1 under the dry nitrogen atmosphere (20 mL/min). The weights of the samples scanned for decomposition temperature are about 5 – 10 mg. Microcapsule size analysis is conducted with an optical microscope (OM) (Olympus SZX12) and i-SolutionTM IMTcamCCD Digital Camera. The diameter is determined from Standard Testing Sieves (Seoul Korea standard testing sieves, Chung Gye Sang Gong SA). A GC-2010 Plus gas chromatograph (GC) (Shimadzu, Inc.) with a 320 μm internal diameter capillary column and flame ionization detector is employed to qualitatively determine the core materials in microcapsules. The temperature is linearly ramped at a heating rate of 10 °C/min. GC samples are prepared with MCs in a vial and adding acetone. The mixture is then filtered and the liquid collected for testing.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Characterization of poly(urea-formaldehyde) microcapsules containing canola oil
In the MCs preparation procedure, they have been washed with a solvent mixture (deionized water:hexane), which then are air-dried for 24 – 48 h, resulting that the yield of spherical MCs is achieved 80%. In UF reaction, first product in this reaction is methylol ureas (dimethylol ureas), which then more condenses with acidic conditions to possess the obtained shell material [2, 26-29], as well as the encapsulated CO in these UF capsules. In the formation of cross-linked UF polymer, the encapsulation of CO in the capsules always occurs at the same time; specifically, urea and formaldehyde reactants are able to be dissolved in water with pH value of acidic condition and 55 °C of heating, these reactants react together to create UF polymer as indicated above. As known, the polar groups in UF molecule are very abundant, such as methylol ureas, dimethylol ureas or low molecular weight compound, which are water compatible during the initial polymerization stage. These polar groups are gradually reduced in the number with the increasing of polymer molecular weight [2, 26]. Finally, the decrease in hydrophilicity of UF molecules ease the separation from aqueous phase and deposits on the emulsified oil droplets (hydrophobic organic phase) after reaching reliable molecular weight. In this progress, it is continued to form a thin shell over oil droplet, the shell thickness is optimized according to a way that this shell accommodates maximum CO amount.
Herein, the diameter of MCs is based on separating these particles by standard testing sieves. There are four standard testing sieves with different sizes, which are 180; 150; 125 and 63 μm of standard testing sieves to separate particles. Hence, five MCs sizes are obtained as shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. Overall, the microencapsulation efficiency of the MCs (M1 – M5) is seen as occurring with the condensation reaction on the shell, the strength of the shell cannot sustain the treatment such as wash and separation (Standard testing sieves), because UF polymer is moved out capsules (Figure 2). Additionally, the shell of MCs is composed of UF particles, and the size of UF particle affects the surface morphology of MCs [5]. Most of the MCs are round globule, and the deposition of UF polymer around the capsule leads to the outer surface of MCs becomes rougher. Especially, the UF polymer not only deposits around the capsule, but also is separated out the capsule (M3 and M4). Hence, it is truly needful to be studied more for calculating the shell thickness with the reasonable explanation.
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**Fig. 2.** OM micrographs of microcapsules.

As shown in Figure 3a, for the FTIR spectra of UF shell, the peaks of N-H, C=O, and C-H stretching vibrations are presented with an order to at 1560 cm\(^{-1}\), 1652 cm\(^{-1}\), and 1382 cm\(^{-1}\). Besides, the peaks of C-N stretching vibration are appeared at 1236 and 1116 cm\(^{-1}\), as well as the O-H broad absorption peak is shown at 3500 – 3200 cm\(^{-1}\). It indicates that UF shell is made of UF polymer, as well as these characteristic peaks are matching at UF as shell material in MCs spectra. Moreover, FTIR spectrum of UF shell is also similar with several the reported literature [2, 26-29]. For spectra of core material in MCs spectra and CO, they are also observed suitably at the peaks of C=O and C=C stretching vibrations. Thus, the results suggest that CO is seen as a core material, which is successfully encapsulated in UF shell material.

To evaluate further the characterization of MCs and the storage ability of CO in the MCs, GC instrument is applied for estimating appearance of core material successfully encapsulated in shell material. Here, the mixture of acetone and MCs is sealed to recognize the exist of CO into the MCs for one week, as well as the core material has enough time to diffuse from the capsules into the solvent. GC instrument is then employed for the filtered solution and assesses the core material presence. From GC of this filter solution, there is only peak of acetone solvent, suggesting that the core material is still kept in shell material (Figure 3b). This result is also similar with above FTIR report for successfully encapsulated CO in UF shell material, as well as the storage ability of CO in the MCs.

As known, in the application of MCs, their thermal stability is considered as a significant role [30-32], which leads to the thermal analysis of MCs including both the shell and core materials being conducted for the more feature. Herein, Figure 4 shows TGA diagrams of UF shell, MCs and CO. The results of UF shell in TGA curve demonstrates that the weight loss at near 100 °C is primarily attributed to the elimination of free formaldehyde and the entrapped residual water [2, 33-37]; in particular, the weight loss at 249 °C and 355 °C are primarily ascribed to the UF polymer decomposition. The residual undergoes extensive fragmentation above 500 °C [33-37]. Additionally, the thermal degradation of MCs containing CO is further much complexed than that of UF shell material. The as-prepared MCs are better thermal stability through the weight loss at 257 °C and 418 °C, while the core material (CO) degradation is initiated at 366 °C as shown in TGA curve. Thus, it is further confirmed that MCs truly contain both UF resin (shell material) and CO (core material). Moreover, the TGA curves of MCs before (1) and after (2) immersing into acetone solvent has unchanged, which is suitable with above GC report.

### 3.2 Size analysis of poly(urea-formaldehyde) microcapsules containing canola oil

As known, the determination of the MCs shell thickness is truly important. Here, to calculate this shell thickness, the MCs is supposed as a round globule (Figure 5) [38].
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**Fig. 5.** Schematic diagram of microcapsules.

The mass of UF shell is shown in eq. 3, \(M_S\) is considered as the mass of UF shell; \(R\) and \(r\) are seen with an order to as the MCs radius and the core of the MCs radius, and \(p_S\) is defined as the UF polymer density (1.180 g/cm\(^3\)) [39, 40]). Besides, the mass of CO is shown in eq. 4, \(M_C\) is mass of CO and \(p_C\) is the density of CO (0.597 g/cm\(^3\)). The content of CO (P) and thickness of UF shell (T) are presented with an order in eq. 5 and 6. Hence, from eq. 3 – 6, it is truly easy to obtain the thickness of UF shell (eq. 7).
\[
\frac{4}{3} \cdot \pi \cdot R^3 \cdot \rho_S - \frac{4}{3} \cdot \pi \cdot r^3 \cdot \rho_S = M_S
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

\[
\frac{4}{3} \pi \cdot r^3 \cdot \rho_c = M_c
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

\[
T = R - r
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

\[
T = R \cdot \left(1 - \frac{\rho_s \cdot P}{\sqrt{\rho_c \cdot P + \rho_s \cdot P}}\right)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

\[
P = \frac{M_c}{M_c + M_s} \cdot 100\%
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

3.3 Stability of poly(urea-formaldehyde) microcapsules containing canola oil

In the extraction method using the solvent, the MCs are crushed by a mortar and a pestle. A solvent mixture (ethanol and acetone) is employed to dissolve and extract the core material from these MCs. Next, the insoluble shell material is filtered, washed meticulously and dried at 60 °C for 24 h. The core content in the MCs at the initial time and at storage time are calculated by eq. 1, then the weight loss of MCs in the storage time is calculated by eq. 2.

Figure 6 shows the stability of MCs is well maintained within 50 days at room temperature, the weight loss of MCs is about 0.21 wt% within 50 days, as well as the significant role of UF shell in CO protection. The weight loss of MCs becomes higher with the increasing tested time. Besides, the weight loss of MCs in the storage time is mainly attributed to the diffusion of the core material over the shell material and the elimination of free-formaldehyde [19, 20]. The results suggest that this study opens an approach for preparing the MCs are employed as healing agents.

### Table 1. Diameter and shell thickness of microcapsules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Diameter (μm)</th>
<th>Content of CO (%)</th>
<th>Shell thickness (μm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>≥ 180</td>
<td>38.2±3.91</td>
<td>≥ 16.26±0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>150 – 180</td>
<td>53.40±4.33</td>
<td>8.61±0.20 – 10.33±0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>125 – 150</td>
<td>66.20±3.52</td>
<td>4.61±0.15 – 5.53±0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>63 – 125</td>
<td>76.41±3.65</td>
<td>1.49±0.17 – 2.59±0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>≤ 63</td>
<td>71.31±4.10</td>
<td>≤ 1.89±0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bonded to the surface of MCs. Hence, MCs include both UF resin (shell material) and CO (core material), are prepared successfully with up to 80% yield achieved by the in-situ polymerization process of UF. Besides, the MCs have better the thermally stable up to 257 °C with the rough outer surface. The MCs have successfully encapsulated 76% of CO (M4) with size range of 63 – 180 μm, and shell thickness range of 1.5 – 16.3 μm. Furthermore, the stability of MCs is well maintained within 50 days at room temperature via the extraction method. The results suggest that this study opens an approach for fabricating the MCs to be used as the healing agents.
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